We investigate the self-consistent interaction of the local interstellar cloud (LIC) and solar wind, focusing on its manifestations in the heliospheric hydrogen (H) distribution. This system is modeled hydrodynamically as a Ñuid proton-electron plasma and three H Ñuids, each arising from charge exchange production within three distinct plasma environments. Perhaps our most signiÐcant Ðnding is that, based on the Dalgarno cross section, thermalizing H-H collisions are crucial to determining the heliospheric H distribution. Hot secondary H atoms produced from charge exchange with the solar wind will be thermalized with the bulk of the cooler LIC H distribution. This thermalization should be complete for the postheliospheric H beyond D108 downstream from the Sun. Observed along nearby downstream interstellar sightlines, we may expect to see temperatures of order 105 K in the bulk of the postheliospherictraversal H distribution. Recent observations along the Sirius sightline by Bertin et al. may be explainable in these terms. Based on the Dalgarno cross section for thermalizing H-proton collisions without charge transfer, this interaction should be important as well. This implies that previous charge exchangeÈonly models have underestimated the degree of H-proton coupling and thereby the efficiency of heliospheric Ðltration of LIC H. The variation among published values of the charge exchange cross section is 40% at 1 eV. We Ðnd that this variation will a †ect predictions of the H density at 50 AU by a similar factor. We performed calculations using the larger of the charge exchange cross sections to conclude that the proton density in the LIC is not likely greater than a few ]10~2 cm~3. We show densities, temperatures, and radial velocities of the three H Ñuids along the sight lines of some nearby stars for one of these calculations, using an LIC proton density of 0.1 cm~3. Results from a Ðrst crude model of the e †ects of H-H collisions are given in an appendix.
INTRODUCTION
It has been appreciated from the earliest days of solar wind (SW) research (e.g., that an accurate Parker 1963) understanding of heliospheric structure requires knowledge of the local interstellar plasma thermal pressure, ram pressure, magnetic Ðeld, and cosmic-ray pressure. These four components comprise the total interstellar plasma pressure with which the expanding SW plasma must eventually equilibrate. Because the SW expands supersonically, it will pass through a termination shock (TS) at which it is slowed and turned by the local interstellar pressure. The magnitude of the total interstellar pressure will strongly inÑuence the TS distance and the size of the heliosphere.
It has also been known for some time that the local interstellar medium is not totally ionized. Beyond an ionization cavity extending D10 AU from the Sun, the dominant constituent by mass of the heliosphere is interstellar neutral hydrogen, with typical densities inside the TS of D0.1 cm~3. The neutral H interacts with the SW plasma through resonant charge exchange, H-proton collisions, and Helectron collisions. Some 25 years ago, calcuHolzer (1972) lated the e †ects of a uniform background H density charge exchanging with the expanding SW. The charge-exchange process creates a hot component of pickup ions in the supersonic SW that dominate its internal energy and decelerate the Ñow, and a complementary population of fast radially outÑowing H atoms. & Fahr calculated interstellar H trajecRipken (1983) tories for several models of the heliospheric plasma interface and showed that the interstellar H distribution can be altered appreciably as it enters the heliosphere. Standard "" hot ÏÏ models of the HÈSW interaction (e.g., Thomas 1978) that ignore interface e †ects are inappropriate for inferring the interstellar H distribution. As the plasma inÑuences the H, the H heats and decelerates the expanding solar wind. A self-consistent calculation of the plasmaÈH dynamics is therefore required, and & Malama provided Baranov (1993) the Ðrst such calculation. They solved the steady state plasma Ñuid equations simultaneously with a Monte Carlo algorithm for the H distribution, for a single interstellar boundary condition that included a heliospheric bow shock. Among their results was the prediction of a pileup of H between the interstellar bow shock and heliopause.
& Malama have since investigated the e †ect Baranov (1995) of varying the interstellar ionization fraction on this interaction and found the interface Ðltration of H to be enhanced when the ionization fraction is increased. Magnetic Ðeld and cosmic rays are excluded from their considerations, as they are from those here. Research on this topic has not yet progressed to the level at which cosmic rays, neutrals, and magnetic Ðelds can all be included practically in a realistic self-consistent model, although one may expect such models to be developed in the next few years. These considerations are therefore complementary to purely plasma considerations (e.g., of heliospheric structure ; the SW Parker 1963) plasma is strongly coupled to both the plasma and neutral components of the interstellar medium.
The Hubble Space T elescope has been supplying a suite of observations that allow construction of a detailed picture of the interstellar medium just beyond the heliosphere (e.g., et al. Doppler triangulation techniques Lallement 1995). applied to absorption lines in the spectra of nearby stars (e.g., et al. et al. are showing Bertin 1993 ; Lallement 1993 ) that, although the galactic neighborhood within D100 pc is characterized by temperatures of D106 K and densities of D5 ] 10~3 cm~3 & Reynolds the heliosphere (Cox 1987) , is embedded in a local interstellar cloud (LIC) of temperature D104 K and H density D0.1 cm~3. The number of velocity components seen in any absorption line appears to be limited by instrument resolution, implying that structure exists in the local interstellar Ñow on all scales. The parameters characterizing the local interstellar environment are summarized in Frisch (1994 Frisch ( , 1995a Frisch ( , 1995b .
Because these and other ongoing heliospheric observations (discussed later) can be diagnostic of the LIC, it is the goal of this paper to extend the work of Baranov & Malama by (1) considering which interactions should be important in determining the heliospheric H distribution, (2) investigating the e †ect of uncertainty in the charge-exchange cross section on model results, (3) doing calculations based on recent estimates by Frisch of LIC (1994 , 1995a , 1995b electron density and H density, (4) augmenting the usual presentation of "" upstream-sidestream-downstream ÏÏ with stellar sightlines of interest, (5) showing details of the H distribution inside the TS, and (6) considering the hithertoneglected e †ects of H-H collisions. We employ a multiÑuid model of the H that captures the dynamical plasma interaction and provides a physically intuitive H description that is not available with a Monte Carlo model. This method has an advantage over the Monte Carlo approach of & Malama in that we can solve for the H Baranov (1993) distribution well inside the TS. This is merely a statement of the present practical limits of such Monte Carlo models ; given sufficient statistics, they provide a superior characterization of the H distribution.
RECENT OBSERVATIONS OF HELIOSPHERIC HYDROGEN
Recent heliospheric observations have considered to varying degrees the H density and temperature inside the TS, the velocity and temperature of the LIC, and the column density and temperature of H along various stellar sightlines. Results of the model presented here will be used to constrain further the still-unknown H density and proton density in the LIC. Before we undertake to model the e †ect of heliospheric interaction on the LIC H distribution, we consider Ðrst the observations.
L IC V elocity and T emperature
Because the LIC H distribution is distorted strongly by heliospheric inÑuence, it can be measured only indirectly from inside the TS. LIC neutral helium, however, is thought to traverse the heliospheric interface relatively freely. Thus, assuming that the He was in thermal equilibrium with the LIC before heliosphere traversal, one can infer the LIC equilibrium temperature and bulk velocity by observing neutral He in the inner heliosphere.
Temperature and velocity of the LIC are well constrained by recent He neutral gas measurements aboard Ulysses et al. The velocity is measured at about 26 km (Witte 1995) . s~1 toward ecliptic longitude 74¡, ecliptic latitude [5¡. This value is consistent with stellar sight line observations, and when combined with H observations in the inner heliosphere, it implies a H deceleration of some 5 km s~1 et al.
The He temperature is measured to (Lallement 1993). be about 6500 K. Some of the H observations also showed a temperature similar to this of 8000 K et al. (Bertaux  1985) .
As we shall see, such a low H temperature inside the TS is difficult to reconcile with other observations. The ionization cavity for He is at about 1 AU, well inside the H ionization cavity. Ulysses has therefore been outside the He ionization cavity since its initial outbound phase to Jupiter. However, a gravitationally focused region of enhanced density exists downstream at a distance of order 1 AU. This may explain partially why the ecliptic phase He observations yield slightly di †erent temperatures than the polar orbit phase observations. Ulysses moved roughly downstream during its ecliptic phase, and its polar orbit plane is roughly perpendicular to the wind direction (Mall et al. 1996) .
A complementary measurement of the neutral He distribution has been performed by et al. based Mo bius (1995), on He pickup ions observed with AMPT E (D1 AU). They deduce a somewhat higher He temperature, 9000È15,000 K, but the measurement is not as direct as the Ulysses measurement. A nice summary of other He measurements can be found there as well ; the Ulysses measurements tend to be on the low end of temperatures and the high end of velocities.
A hot-model description of He is probably appropriate, and the parameters are well determined. Although the He density is also measured, its value does little to constrain the mass density or ionization fraction of the LIC because the He : H ratio and He ionization fraction are unknown there.
L IC H Density
Because the LIC H distribution is modiÐed by its traversal of the heliosphere, the parameters of the observed heliospheric H distribution are not necessarily those of the LIC H. The heliospheric H density is determined only indirectly. Backscatter of solar Lyman-a radiation is a primary diagnostic. This method su †ers from uncertainties in the solar Ñux and instrument calibration ; these issues are discussed by et al.
On the other hand, a Quemerais (1994). large baseline of backscatter observations exist over several solar cycles, both from 1 AU and from the outbound V oyager and Pioneer spacecraft.
The Lya scattering mean free path is of order 10 AU in H densities of order 0.1 cm~3 although there are (Hall 1992), other dependencies. The V oyager and Pioneer missions have achieved such large distances, D50È70 AU, that their backscatter observations measure the volume-averaged H density within D10 AU of the spacecraft. Modeling of these observations is thus a problem of radiative transfer ; the H is optically thick everywhere except perhaps downstream of the Sun. Observations from 1 AU sample the wall of the ionization cavity, which exists at a few to 10 AU from the Sun. The maximum emission region lies upstream at a distance of 2È3 AU and is a convolution of the inner heliospheric H distribution and the illuminating solar Ñux. Both the illuminating radiation and the size of the ionization cavity vary with solar cycle.
Crucial to interpretation of the outer spacecraft data is their trajectories relative to the LIC velocity.
et al. Hall showed that it was impossible to reconcile upstream (1993) spacecraft data (V oyager 2 and Pioneer 11) with the downstream Pioneer 10 data using the same hot model. Instead, they required a moderate gradient in the upstream H density, This e †ect is conÐrmed qualitatively by n H P r0. 
L IC Sight-L ine Observations
The high spectral resolution available with the HST GHRS has made possible a quantitative mapping of LIC structure within a few parsecs of the Sun (Bertin et al. 1993 , et al. Lallement et al. & 1995 Gry 1995 ; (1995) , D5400 K, consistent with the Ulysses He measurements. However, they also saw a second hot H component of T D 30,000 K, with velocity D16 km s~1. The column density is poorly constrained, but Linsky & Wood infer an average H density along the line of sight to a Cen of about 0.15 cm~3. They identify their hot component as the piled up H that exists between the bow shock and heliopause. Downstream of the bow shock, there is no primary H component that is similar to the He distribution. Rather, the primary component is itself heated and decelerated by Zank 1996) . shall see later that the primary H component can be heated further by H collisions with the secondary hot H components produced from charge exchange with the post-TS SW, thus heating the entire H distribution beyond a few hundred AU downstream of the heliosphere.
Linsky & Wood assumed that the same heliospheric conÐguration would exist around a Cen and included its e †ects in their analysis and interpretation. Because it is apparently embedded in a nearby cloud whose properties are relatively well constrained et al. because it is a (Lallement 1995), G-type star that can be assumed to have a solar-like astrosphere, and because it is so close, a Cen is probably the only star with which one can reasonably make this assumption. For other stars, the uncertainties are twofold : uncertainty about the existence of a solar-like astrosphere around a given star, and uncertainty about its local interstellar environment.
Thus, the use of sight lines to determine local heliospheric conditions can be used only to constrain models : e.g., are the predicted H column densities and temperatures of a given model consistent with absorption proÐles seen toward these nearby stars ? Perhaps one can constrain also the nature of the astrospheric interaction of the target stars. Uncertainties about intervening column densities and velocities between the heliosphere and the target astrosphere compound with distance.
et al. present HST GHRS observations Bertin (1995) toward Sirius. They Ðnd a 105 K H component with column density 1013 cm~2, moving with the LIC. They hypothesize a cloud evaporative interface. Similarly, et al.
Gry
(1995) deduce the presence of hot H components along the Sirius line of sight and also suggest conduction fronts between the cloud(s) and local bubble. As we show below, another possibility is that H downstream of the heliosphere is heated rather uniformly by H-H collisions ; i.e., the hot H seen along these sight lines is of heliospheric origin. et Lallement al.
provide a nice summary of LIC structure determi-(1995) nations of this type, using observations along the lines of sight to Capella, Procyon, Sirius, Altair, and a Cen.
There are also some promising sight-line observations yet to be made, both upstream and downstream. The upstream and downstream directions are interesting because they are expected, from the models we will discuss, to manifest divergent H characteristics. For example, the column density associated with the heliopause pileup is largest in the upstream direction. The thermalizing e †ects of H-H collisions will produce the largest column densities of hot H along the downstream direction. The closest sight line to upstream sampled so far is a Cen at 49¡ ; the closest sight line to downstream is Capella at 152¡.
BarnardÏs star is the nearest star outside the Cen group, and it is also the nearest to upwind, at 28¡. Information gained from observations along this sight line would yield valuable information about the structure of the upstream heliopause region, and the relative closeness of this object would allow for minimization of uncertainties in the column beyond the heliopause. The star v Eri provides a Ðne opportunity to sample the tail region ; it is at 146¡, and unlike Capella it is nearby at 3.3 pc. Observations in sidestream directions might be diagnostic of the presence or absence of a heliospheric bow shock et al. (Zank 1996) . Unfortunately, like BarnardÏs star upstream, the nearest stars in the sidestream directions are M dwarfs (Table 1) , perhaps too faint for spectroscopic measurements.
RELEVANT H-PLASMA INTERACTIONS
Based on the previous summary of observations, the basic thermodynamic parameters of the heliospheric H distribution are densities of D0.1 cm~3, temperatures D104 K, and bulk Ñow speeds of 20È25 km s~1. The heliospheric plasma environment includes three thermodynamically distinct regions.
The Ðrst is the supersonic SW, which expands radially from the Sun at speeds of order 400È800 km s~1. The second region, the (Isenberg 1986). post-TS SW, is expected to be hot, D106 K, with densities of order 10~3 cm~3, and Ñow speeds D100 km s~1. Its densities are determined mainly by the radial distance of the TS, although signiÐcant modiÐcations can occur during the post-TS evolution. Finally, the LIC plasma Ñow speed and temperature are assumed to be equal to that of the LIC H, but the ionization fraction is uncertain.
For a Ñuid model of the heliosphere, it is useful to distinguish these regions with the following deÐnitions. We denote region 1 as the region beyond the heliopause, in which the plasma is of interstellar origin. Region 2 is deÐned to be post-TS SW plasma ; most of its volume is in the heliotail. The supersonic SW is denoted region 3.
Considering only H atoms, protons, and electrons, there are several possible interaction modes besides the more familiar H-proton (H-p) charge exchange : e-H collisions, electron impact ionization of H, recombination of p and e, H-p collisions (without charge exchange), H-H collisions, and, of course, Coulomb collisions among the p and e. Photoionization is important inside 1 AU but is otherwise not important if the LIC is in ionization equilibrium with the local stellar UV radiation Ðeld, as suggested by Frisch Let us start by reconsidering charge (1994, 1995b 
10 \ E eV \ 5000 , where is the interaction energy in units of eV. A di †er-E eV ent value for used widely by the aeronomical comp cx , munity, is quoted by & Tinsley Maher (1977) :
Because it is a Ðt to observation over much of the energy range of interest for our problem, we adopt the Fite et al. value, even for interaction energies below 10 eV. The Fite et al. cross section at 1 eV is 40% larger than that of Maher & Tinsley. For interaction energies of 1 eV, region 1 mean free paths (MFPs) are of order 100 AU for a target density of 0.1 cm~3. Calculations of the heliopause Ðltration will depend critically on this number, and uncertainty in the 1 eV charge-exchange cross section is a major source of uncertainty in all Ðltration calculations. Region 2 proton MFPs are of order 200 AU, while H MFPs are of order 104 AU. Region 3 proton MFPs are of order 300 AU, while H MFPs are of order 8r2 AU, in terms of heliocentric distance r measured in units of AU.
H-p Collisions
Closely related to charge exchange are H-p collisions, in which momentum is transferred without charge transfer.
calculates that the total momentum transDalgarno (1960) fer cross section due to H-p interaction, including charge exchange, is
Unfortunately, we are aware of no observations of p Hp . & Brieg present a detailed examination of Hodges (1991) H-p momentum transfer in the terrestrial environment but at temperatures that are too low to be relevant for heliospheric studies. However, we may conclude Ðrmly that a pure charge-exchange treatment of the H-p interaction underestimates the efficiency of their coupling. Therefore, we expect the total momentum transfer MFP for the H-p interaction to be up to a factor 2 smaller than the values quoted above for pure charge exchange. This is partial motivation for our using the larger of the two chargeexchange cross sections in our simulations.
H-H Collisions
The same paper by also treats neutral H Dalgarno (1960) collisions. Dalgarno calculates values of the cross section for neutral H collisions at several energies, to which we Ðt the function
The mean free path for component 1 H is of order 200 AU, for component 2 H it is of order 300 AU, and for component 3 H it is of order 500 AU, all for collisions with component 1 H. This cross section implies that H-H collisions are the dominant interaction mechanism for the H wherever the H density is greater than the proton density. A qualitative discussion of the implications for the heliospheric H distribution is given in below, and a simple°5.3 numerical model illustrating these e †ects is found in Appendix A.
Electron-H Collisions
We have combined results from two sources. We use a Ðt to observations at surveyed by E eV \ 10 Gilardini (1972) and a Ðt to the calculation by for Franco (1968) E eV [ 10 :
The region 1 electron MFP is of order 2 ] 104 AU, while the H MFP is a factor 10 higher, rendering this interaction dynamically unimportant on scales of 1000 AU. Due to the relatively steep energy dependence of the cross section, momentum transfer MFPs are much higher still in the SW.
Electron Impact Ionization
The cross section for electron impact ionization of H, in terms of the relative energy in units of 13.6 eV, is given by Lotz (1967) : 0.6 exp [[0.56(E 13.6 [ 1)]N cm2 E 13.6 [ 1 .
Because this process may be sensitive to the shape of the electron distribution function through superthermal tails, etc., our Ñuid description cannot provide a quantitative framework for investigating this interaction. However, this cross section attains a maximum value of about 7 ] 10~17 cm2 at an energy of about 60 eV. Thus, electron impact ionization may be occurring in the SW, but it is not dynamically important on 1000 AU length scales.
Recombination
The cross section for recombination to the ground state is given by as Spitzer (1978)
Again, the cross section here is too small for recombination to be dynamically important on 1000 AU length scales.
3.7. Coulomb Collisions Although we treat the plasma component as a single Ñuid, it is interesting to consider the Coulomb collisionality of the heliosphere. The cross section for momentum transfer via Coulomb collisions of singly charged like-mass particles is p C^1
.6 ] 10~12 E eV 2 cm2 .
The region 1 p-p and e-e MFPs are of order 0.14 AU. The proton stopping distance in the electron gas is of order 250 AU, and the electron stopping distance in the proton gas is of order 6 AU. Thus, the LIC is Coulomb collisional, and the electrons equilibrate to the proton temperature. The postshock SW, on the other hand, is Coulomb collisionless. Region 2 p-p and e-e MFPs are of order 105 AU, much larger than the 100 AU size of this region.
The region 3 p-p and e-e MFPs are of order 8 ] 10~3r2 AU, with r heliocentric distance in units of AU. Proton stopping distance in the electron gas is of order 15r2 AU, and electron stopping distance in the proton gas is of order 0.3r2 AU. Thus, the supersonic SW is Coulomb collisional, and the electrons equilibrate to the proton temperature. Note, however, that the SW is collisionless inside the ionization cavity.
FOUR-FLUID MODEL OF H-PROTON CHARGE EXCHANGE
Although charge exchange is the only H-p interaction mechanism that has been included to date in models of heliospheric structure, there are other equally important interaction pathways : namely, H-H and H-p collisions, simply because the momentum transfer cross sections for these interactions are similar in size to the charge-exchange momentum transfer cross section.
The e †ect of H-p collisions is to increase the strength of H-p coupling, but perhaps not to produce a qualitatively di †erent behavior than predicted by pure charge-exchange models. H-H collisions, on the other hand, produce funda-mentally di †erent e †ects in the H distribution than would occur in the presence of charge exchange alone. Before we consider the e †ects of H-H collisions, we consider Ðrst the e †ects of charge exchange in the context of a multiÑuid H model. The following multiÑuid H model provides a physically intuitive and numerically efficient alternative to the Monte Carlo model of the charge-exchanging H distribution used by & Malama Baranov (1995) . Note that for the range of densities considered in these heliospheric models, including that of Baranov & Malama, the SW is conÐned only with LIC plasma thermal and ram pressure. Reducing plasma density in them results in larger heliospheres and greater distances from the HP to inner heliosphere. If the H density happens to decline all the way in from the HP, an overestimate of the size of the heliosphere would result in an underestimate of the H density at a given heliocentric distance. The calculations of & Baranov Malama indicate that H density inside 100 AU is (1995) more sensitively dependent on LIC ionization fraction than on size of the heliosphere. Cosmic-ray and magnetic Ðeld e †ects may well be important to some aspects of the heliospheric H distribution.
We consider Ðrst the Ñuid equations for a model heliosphere of neutral H and plasma interacting via charge exchange ; e †ects of magnetic Ðeld and cosmic rays are ignored. The charge-exchange interaction between a proton and H atom involves virtually no momentum transfer, so the particles are e †ectively "" relabeled.ÏÏ H atoms are produced with a source distribution equal to the ambient proton distribution. Charge exchange occurring in the three distinct plasma environments will induce signiÐcant anisotropies in the H distribution. Following the approach of we obtain closure of the H Ñuid equations by Hall (1992), decomposing the H Ñuid into three thermal, isotropic Ñuids, based on production from the three plasma regions. Here is deÐned to be the hydrogen distribution produced in f 1,2,3 region 1 (which includes H that undergo no interaction), 2, or 3 so that the total H distribution Thus,
. the H distribution is approximated as three distinct peaks in velocity space, each having di †erent densities, bulk Ñows, and temperatures. Here is deÐned to be the proton disf p tribution function. We shall not worry about the electron distribution ; electron e †ects on the system dynamics will be modeled as arising from a contribution to the proton thermal pressure that is equal to the proton pressure everywhere (electron and proton temperatures are assumed equal).
A complete Ñuid description for any Ñuid, no matter how collisional, is obtained if the pressure tensor and heat Ñux are known in terms of density, pressure, and velocity. By adopting this Ñuid description of the H, we are assuming that the degrees of freedom carried by the H pressure tensor and heat Ñux can be recast in terms of three isotropic H Ñuid components. The two extra H Ñuids constitute 10 extra parameters, the Ðve Ñuid variables for each, which might otherwise be required to specify the anisotropy of the single H Ñuid. We ignore e †ective gravity in our calculations, thus assuming that radiation pressure exactly balances solar gravity. Over the course of a solar cycle, radiation pressure varies from less than to greater than gravity. Neglect of gravity is thus an appropriate solar cycle average (it takes a H atom several decades to traverse the heliosphere). Also, e †ective gravity is unimportant, beyond about 30 AU, to the H dynamics or distribution.
To obtain the Ñuid equations for this system, we start with the kinetic equations, whose momentum and spatial derivatives are written schematically as D/Dt (it is the source terms that are of interest here) :
The values are the frequencies for charge exchange with b i component i. By taking moments of equations we (1)È(4), obtain hydrodynamic equations for the four isotropic thermal Ñuids :
The subscript i can take on the values p, 1, 2, 3. We shall employ approximations for the source terms developed by et al. for charge-exchanging Pauls (1995) thermal distributions. These approximations are accurate to within a few percent for cross sections that do not vary when integrated over a single Maxwellian. The relevant expressions are summarized here
In terms of the bulk Ñow velocities densities and U i a, n i , temperatures of the two Maxwellian distributions x and T i y, we have deÐned and *U2 4 (U x a [ U y a)2 v T 2 4 kT /m, where m is the proton mass and k is BoltzmannÏs constant.
The source terms can be expressed as
region 3 , regions 1, 2 .
(11) Vol. 476
Note that
To construct it is convenient to introduce Q Mi a , ka(x, y) 4
is the momentum source for Ñuid x due to charge Q Mxy a exchange with Ñuid y. For the di †erent regions, we have
Momentum is conserved between Ñuids :
To construct it is convenient to introduce Q Ei , (18) so that the energy source for Ñuid x due to charge exchange with Ñuid y is given by
The energy source terms for the di †erent regions are
Energy is conserved between Ñuids :
Recently (1996) , one-shock model.
Our computational grid is an (r, h) semicircle ; the LIC velocity vector lies along the axis of symmetry. Grid spacing is logarithmic in r, from the inner boundary at 1 to the outer boundary at 1000 AU. There are 430 grid points in r, with *r \ 0.2 AU at 1 AU, and *r \ 9 AU at 1000 AU ; *h \ 5¡. On the outer boundary, there is inÑow for protons and H1 within 90¡ of upwind, and outÑow beyond 90¡ ; H2 and H3 have outÑow boundaries at all angles. On the inner boundary, there is outÑow for H1 less than 90¡ and inÑow beyond 90¡ ; outÑow everywhere for H2 ; and inÑow everywhere for H3. The density of H3 is set to an arbitrarily small yet Ðnite number on the inner boundary, as is the H1 density along its inÑow portion of this boundary. The proton Ñuid inÑow on the inner boundary is speciÐed based on recent Ulysses observations, speciÐed in the following section. Inside D30 AU, we do not expect this three-Maxwellian model to represent accurately the real H distribution ; e †ects of photoionization and gravitational focusing manifest in the distribution at these distances. The density, temperature, and velocity moments of the three-Maxwellian model may still be reasonable approximations of these moments of the distribution. A reasonable extrapolation of our results into the inner heliosphere would be obtained by integrating the conventional hot model in from the TS using our model output as the H boundary condition at the TS.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Model calculations were undertaken for the boundary conditions listed in & Malama Table 2 . Baranov (1995) investigated the e †ect of LIC ionization fraction on the heliospheric H distribution. Here we examine a variety of interaction e †ects for a single likely density range and show results along some stellar sight lines of interest. Our Ðndings are strictly appropriate to a single regime of LIC densities, and extrapolating them to di †erent density regimes must be considered tentative. We consider LIC densities in the range estimated by Run 1 is provided as a Frisch (1994 Frisch ( , 1995b traveling at 4 AU yr~1, takes several solar cycles to traverse the heliosphere.
5.1. E †ect of V arying Charge-Exchange Cross Section : Runs 2 and 3 As discussed above, there are two charge-exchange cross sections, encountered in the literature. This must be p cx , considered uncertainty of its exact value ; the two cross sections di †er by 40% at 1 eV, the energy range relevant for H Ðltration at the heliopause. To investigate the e †ect of altering we compare runs 2 and 3 : run 2 uses the Maher & p cx , Tinsley value, and run 3 uses the Fite et al. value.
In we compare the upstream H1 density, radial Figure 1 velocity, and temperature ; no e †ect on the upstream plasma density was seen. The H between BS and HP is similarly unchanged. However, inside the TS, we see di †erences in the H distribution. The larger cross section produces a lower H density inside the TS, with a higher temperature and a faster radial speed. So a 40% di †erence in can a †ect the H p cx density by the same factor and the temperature and radial velocity at the 10%È20% level. Thus, our uncertainty in the CE cross section renders inferences about the LIC H density even more uncertain when based on observations inside the TS.
Constraining L IC Proton Density : Runs 3 and 5
In we compare the upstream sight line of H1 for Figure 2 these runs that are similar to recent estimates (Frisch 1994, of the H and plasma densities in the LIC. Since 1995b) varying the LIC proton density changes our conÐning pressure, positions of heliospheric boundaries change as well ; the proton density proÐle is therefore also shown. The response of H1 density, however, is rather insensitive to this variation in position of heliospheric boundaries ; efficiency of Ðltration as a function of LIC proton density is the dominant e †ect. Such behavior is consistent with the results of & Malama It is clear that at several tens of Baranov (1995). AU, H densities are several times 10~2 cm~3, too low to be consistent with recent estimates (0.11È0.17 cm~3 ; et al. and even several times less than the Quemerais 1994), et al.
value of 0.08. If the efficiency of H Gloeckler (1993) Ðltration is indeed determined by LIC charge exchange, this indicates that the ratio of in the LIC. n H /n p [ 1 A higher H density inside the TS may be achieved in two ways : by increasing the LIC H density or decreasing the LIC plasma density. Recent results summarized by Frisch et al. and & Wood (1995a , 1995b ), Lallement (1995 , Linsky may be consistent with cm~3, but a large (1995) n H [ 0.4 amount of localized structure would have to be invoked, as this is quite a departure from estimated "" average ÏÏ values.
The alternate possibility seems to us more likely : that the LIC proton density is perhaps a few ]10~2. & Baranov Malama
show that such values can lead to accept-(1995) able H densities at 100 AU for LIC H densities similar to the inferred averages. Such a value is also consistent with the lower range of estimates made by et al. Lallement (1993) . & Welsh also give reasons to believe that Vallerga (1995) LIC proton densities are \0.1 cm~3.
In addition, the lower heliospheric H densities that accompany high LIC proton densities also show somewhat faster inÑow speeds and higher temperatures. Another possibility is a heliospheric structure other than the twoshock structure considered in these models. Note that runs 3 and 5 used di †erent LIC temperatures, so the magnitude of the temperature di †erence cannot be determined with conÐdence.
E †ects of H-H Collisions
From above, the H-H momentum transfer cross°3.3 section is seen to be similar to the charge-exchange cross section in magnitude. The overall e †ect will be to degrade the distinction between the three H components of By°4. the time the H distribution has convected far downstream of the Sun, D103 AU, we expect complete thermalization of the H distribution to a single temperature. This temperature must be intermediate between that measured for H upstream of and in the vicinity of the Sun, and the temperature of the hot components. Thermalization distances are discussed further in the following section.
To estimate what this temperature might be, we can note that in thermal equilibrium, the energy will be partitioned among the separate H components according to their respective densities. In terms of thermal velocities v and U, we can write
There are proportionality constants missing from this expression, but it gives us an idea of the order of magnitude. The downstream densities for the three H components shown in (for run 5) are characteristic of all our Figure 3 calculations done for LIC densities of order 0.1 cm~3, and we adopt those values to give us an idea of Although n i /n H . is negligible far downstream of the Sun, and is n 3 n 1 depleted strongly by heliospheric Ðltration, achieves its n 2 highest value in the tail region. Thus, it is feasible that the density ratio of hot SW secondaries to the primary LIC component can be a few percent in the far downstream regions. The bulk and thermal velocities of H2 are D200 km s~1. The bulk and thermal velocities of H1 are D20 km s~1, as is the bulk speed of the total distribution (because H1 carries the bulk of the H momentum). For these values, the above expression indicates that a ratio of n 2 /n H \ 0.01 would produce a temperature of D6 ] 104 in the thermalized distribution.
In we modify the four-Ñuid model of to Appendix A°4 allow thermalization, and this calculation is run 4. Subject to the caveats discussed there, this and other calculations (we do not show here) indicate that far downstream temperatures of 105 K may indeed be reasonable to expect for the heliospheric H distribution.
Another possible observable e †ect of H-H collisions is in the upstream radial gradient of H density observed by V oyager 2. 
Implications for Sight-L ine Observations
The entire output of each of the runs in consists Table 2 of density, temperature, and radial and transverse velocities, at each gridpoint, for each of the four Ñuids. Because of space limitations, we cannot show all the output for all the Fig. 3 runs. In Figures we show density, temperature, and 3È5 radial velocity for sight lines (within 5¡) corresponding to the stars in for all three H components. These plots Table 1 , of run 5 are representative of our calculations, and they serve to illustrate the behavior of the H along the various stellar sight lines expected for LIC proton and H densities of D0.1 cm~3, considering only the e †ects of charge exchange. The H1 densities inside the TS are a factor 2È3 lower than observed et al. et al. (Quemerais 1994 ; Gloeckler which suggests that the LIC proton density is likely 1993), \0.1 cm~3. It should, however, be recognized that other processes not accounted for in our multiÑuid model could work to increase the H density at D50 AU. Therefore, we consider the implications of run 5 along several sight lines and use it as a basis for a qualitative discussion of the heliospheric H distribution. The oscillations seen in downstream portions of H1 are a numerical artifact. We expect that our Ðnite numerical viscosity would damp these oscillations upon further iteration and that the "" mean ÏÏ value would remain unchanged.
Charge exchange with the LIC and solar wind plasma will alter the LIC H distribution. Three distinct H components are produced in this process, corresponding to the three distinct plasma environments characterizing the heliosphere-LIC system. The distinction between these components is degraded upon traversal of the heliosphere, and the entire distribution should be thermalized to an intermediate temperature of order 105 K beyond several hundred AU downstream of the Sun. No part of the H distribution inside the HP can really be said to have a temperature or velocity characteristic of the LIC.
The column density and temperature of H1 piled up between the BS and HP is dependent both on the LIC H and proton densities. The column density of this H1 is some 1014È1015 cm~2 (Figs. and its temperature is about 2È3), twice the interstellar value. Its radial velocity may be some 10 km s~1 lower than the LIC radial velocity. As it enters the upstream part of the heliosphere, it will already have a hot subcomponent produced from H-H collisions with H2 and H3. These hot subcomponents of H1 will render its Ñuid description inadequate at least in the heliosphere upstream from the Sun to the HP. H1 itself may well be expected to possess large anisotropies.
By the time H1 has convected several hundred AU downstream of the heliosphere, it should be approaching thermalization with H2 and H3. Downstream sight lines will show a very depleted H column relative to the LIC (depending on efficiency of interface Ðltration), perhaps optically thin, and well heated by H-H collisions with the other hot components, perhaps to 105 K. Typical column densities downstream are of order 1014 cm~2
The downstream (Fig. 3) . radial velocities will be similar to the LIC inÑow velocity. components introduces a signiÐcant source of heating, so that temperatures both inside the TS and in the heliotail can be as high as 105 K. A number of this magnitude for H inside the TS is unheard of. But there is observational support for a H temperature of 30,000 K inside 2 AU, and for even hotter components et al. Our expectation is that the H (Clarke 1995). distribution in the upstream part of the heliosphere is composed primarily of LIC altered by charge exchange between the BS and HP, and from which are being produced a number of tenuous hot subcomponents.
The 105 K H temperatures we see in component 1 inside the TS in the presence of H-H collisions represents the thermal content of the H1 Ñuid. Our Ñuid treatment of component 1 in the upstream portion of the heliosphere is averaging the temperatures of two underlying and distinct subcomponents : those that have and do not have H scattered in their traversal of the heliosphere. If this were the case, then our Ñuid H1 could be decomposed into a charge-exchange only component and a component similar to H2. But beyond the thermalization distance of several hundred AU downstream of the Sun, the single high temperature is an appropriate characterization. Temperatures of several ]104 K seen inside 2 AU must be due largely to the charge-exchange reaction outside the HP ; the hot subcomponents would still be thermally distinct from H1. Thus, the primary H1 component that is easiest to measure is embedded in a tenuous uniform sea of very hot 106È107 K H. A relatively weak coupling between the two can result in a pronounced increase in the temperature of the primary component. By the time the H has convected to several hundred AU downstream, the entire distribution has thermalized to of order 105 K.
The other signiÐcant e †ects of H-H collisions, also illustrated in are radial upstream gradients in the H Figure 6 , distribution that are substantially larger than one would expect from charge exchange alone. These "" local ÏÏ increases in gradient are actually due to the tendency of H-H collisions to smooth "" global ÏÏ gradients. The e †ect of charge exchange is to produce a shallow gradient all the way to the HP, where the density rises sharply. H-H collisions will tend to connect the upstream and downstream parts of the H-H distribution with a more gradual density change. The net e †ect is to have larger gradients inside the TS and downstream, and smaller gradients at the HP.
The upstream H1 density of run 4 can be Ðtted as This is consistent with the requirements et al. found n H P r2@3. Hall (1993) to Ðt V oyager data. Note the linear scale density plot of which should be most relevant for interpreting V oyager Figure 6 , observations. These results can be interpreted only to indicate that H-H collisions might account for the Ðnite upstream radial gradients. Unfortunately, our poor treatment of this part of the H distribution renders it difficult to draw Ðrm conclusions about the heliospheric H temperature or density gradients, and a more accurate treatment of the H-H collisions is probably needed.
APPENDIX B CALIBRATION AGAINST
& MALAMA BARANOV
To gain some sense of the variability with which di †erent models treat the same system, we repeated the high-density run from & Malama The parameters are given in for run 1. Results were compared visually with Baranov (1995) (BM95). Table 2  the plots given by In we show plots in the format of Figures 4, 8, 9 , and 10. BM95. Figure 7 BM95 The two models agreed on the distance to the BS, HP, and TS upstream. They di †ered in their distances to the downstream TS : we found 150 AU, and found 170 AU. We calculate a slightly higher H pileup : a factor 2.6 versus factor 2.2. BM95 BM95 Correspondingly, we Ðnd a minimum H speed upstream of 5 km s~1, versus 7 km s~1. Our H speed inside the TS is 22 BM95 km s~1, but this number cannot be read o † the 400 AU plots of that model encounters low statistics well inside the TS. BM95 ; Likewise, it is difficult to discern the H density factor inside the TS ; we Ðnd a factor 0.04. Our H density factor BM95 downstream was slightly lower, 0.21 versus factor 0.25. Our plasma density was slightly larger downstream, 7 ] 10~3 BM95 versus factor 6 ] 10~3. see a 10% SW speed deceleration, while we see perhaps only a few percent deceleration. BM95 BM95 They also found a SW temperature of 2 ] 105 K at the TS, compared with our 105 K. These velocity and temperature di †erences imply our estimates of SW-H coupling are somewhat weaker inside the TS than are the model. H BM95 temperature proÐles tend to look qualitatively di †erent between the two models ; this may be attributed partially to the fact that we have three H temperatures, and three H distributions, to the single H distribution. However, the degree of H BM95 heating associated with the Ðltration is qualitatively similar. Our plots show only H component 1. However, because the other two H components are so tenuous, the full H distribution is similar to H component 1.
Overall, we see good agreement in plasma density and H1 density. The upstream H1 velocity and temperature proÐles agree also, but they are di †erent downstream. The downstream temperature di †erence may be attributable to the hot H components. The downstream velocity is rather lower than that found by Baranov & Malama. The large H temperatures at the origin are somewhat of an artifact ; H density is going to zero there as our boundary condition.
